no	you can't be too careful
from which, like people who have been salvaged from a
severely bombed city, we are emerging stunned and un-
certain ; in that literature, I say, the characters are definitely
described as being " in love with " so and so. This being " in
love " is a specific concentration of desire and affection upon
the " object", who is always of the opposite sex, and it
excludes all other interests. The character " falls " into it,
It is presented as the common quality of all the humanity
that is fit to print. A rake is a person in whom this state of
mind is less enduring than usual, but when he is in it, he is in it
as simply and entirely as a really good man. And most
villains are made villains through scorned and unrequited
love. The tragedies of life are when A is in love with B and B
on the contrary loves G or anyhow does not return A's love.
The dark side of love comes up when B, for mercenary reasons,
pretends to be in love with A. And further B may love C
unknowingly when believing himself or herself to be in love
with A. Moreover, there was a process, exactly parallel to
religious conversion, when B " learnt to love " A, or gradually
fell out of love with A and into love with C. Around this
primary system of adult loves were grouped equally firm and
invariable loves—of mothers, of sons and daughters.
Just as hardly anyone in that idealistic past, believed his
religion, which was really far too complex and artificial for any
human brain to understand and believe, but only liked to
believe he .believed it, so the worthy generation into which
Edward Albert was born liked to believe it had a simple,
explicable, and generally acceptable " love life ". In each
case there was a fundamental falsification of reality. The
story our progenitors told was not how they were actually
behaving. It was just how they wanted to believe they behaved.
But why did they all, Edward Albert included, distort
reality like that ?
The normal human being, you may have observed, has a
passion for autobiography. You have it yourself. If you deny
it indignantly, that means merely that you have it in its more
passive form. I have told you something that you resent
because it does not tally with the story about yourself that you

